
Year 6 – Distance Teaching and Learning – Spelling 
Week beginning: 22nd June 2020 
The tasks can be completed in any order. You need to learn how to spell the words in the list by the end of the week.   

Spelling Rule: 

We are learning about words that end in the /shuhl/ sound. This is spelt –cial or –tial. 

-tial is used after a consonant. 

-cial is used after a vowel. 

The vowels are: a, e, I, o, u. Consonants are: b, c, d, f, g, h, j, k, l, m, n, p, q, r, s, t, v, w, x, y, z. 

Year 6 Spelling – S2 Week 4 – Video Task 1 

In this video Miss Chilton will tell you more about task 1 and explain the spelling rule to you.   

List of Spellings Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 
social 
special 
official 
financial 
crucial 
artificial 
beneficial 
superficial 
facial 
potential 
essential 
initial 
substantial 
partial 
confidential 
torrential 
martial 
credential 

Look carefully at the words 
below. Pick the correct 
spelling of each word and 
then use it in a sentence.  
1) essential/essencial 
2) spetial/special 
3) fatial/ facial 
4) sotial/ social 
5) artifitial/ artificial 
6) offitial/ official 
7) potential/ potencial 
8) confidential/ confidencial 
9) crutial/ crucial 
10) torrential/ torrencial  

Complete the sentences below using the words from 
the box. 
1) Year 6 have great ________. 
2) Miss Chilton can’t keep plants alive so she has bought 
some _________ ones.  
3) Mr Gowler is a pro at Judo, which is a type of 
________ arts.  
4) Miss Allen has a ________ trick to help her remember 
when to use brackets.  
5) Miss Chilton likes to talk about how _________ bar 
models can be when solving problems.  
6) Learning about fractions is __________.  
7) This week, the rain has been _________. 
8) It is _________ to use capital letters when writing in 
sentences.  

special martial beneficial  artificial 
essential potential crucial torrential 

 

Complete the word 
scramble activity that is 
attached to this 
document. The mark 
scheme is at the bottom. 
 
Can you reveal the 
mystery code word?   

 

 



Code word 

 

          

 

Unscramble each of the clue words (they may end in –
cial or –tial). 
 
The letters in the bold boxes will make a code word. If 
you complete the puzzle correctly, the code word should 
make a word, which ends with –tial. 
 

seesitnal 

         

 
ldoceinantif 

            

 
fiiaclfo 

        

 
nltastibsau 

           

 
nefliaibec 

          

 

ntlociaais 

          

 
tapnielto 

         

 
lilfannutie 

           

 
fsireulaipc 

           

 
lispaat 

       



 
Mark Scheme 
 

1. Essential 
2. Confidential 
3. Official 
4. Substantial 
5. Beneficial 
6. Antisocial 
7. Potential 
8. Influential 
9. Superficial 
10. Spatial 
 
Code word: 
Credential 

 

 

 

 


